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**Reviewer's report:**

Thank you for your alterations. The manuscript is much easier to follow now and I think the new flow charts are particularly useful.

There are only a few very minor things that might be better altered:

Line 144: replace "hereby randomly enclosed" with "and randomly included"

Lines 165-167: this says "without inclusion of the never consumers" but I assume it is just the information from the never consumers that was not included rather than the never consumers themselves. So perhaps it would be better to say "without inclusion of the never consumers information".

Line 418: delete 'and this'.

Line 501: remove comma.

Line 504: replace 'and this' with a comma.

Line 505: re-write "for water where only 2% indicates to be a never-consumer a benefit was see" with something like: "a benefit was seen for water where only 2% indicated they were never-consumers".
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